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Categories and Tags: So Mysterious yet so Logical.

Categories and Tags are a systems inside of Wordpress designed to help
organize the content.
They organize content.
That's it.
That's the only thing they do.
It's how we use them that makes the difference.

For a while Wordpress did not offer tags, just Categories. But some bloggers
ended up having huge Category lists . . . too big to manage effectively. So
Wordpress added Tags. Tags gave bloggers the ability to organize without
having to have such a long list of Categories on the dashboard.
And despite talk about SEO and user experience and internal structure, the
only thing they do is organize content.
That's it.
But they CAN do great things for your SEO . . . but that's not because of
Wordpress. That's up to us to use them in special ways.

Remember phone books? Largely
they are there so you could find a
plumber's phone number or
something when you needed it.
But did you know they make a great
booster seat? The booster seat
instructions are not on the phone
book. And phone books weren't
designed to be booster seats.
But just like categories and tags,
we can certainly modify the way
they were intended to be used. And they become better.
That's what we're going to talk about with Categories and Tags. The ways to
use them that aren't in the instruction manual.

Does Google Care about Categories and Tags?
No. They don't.
Google does not care about the operating system that you use to create pages
on the web. You can use Wordpress, Square Space, Wix, Dreamweaver,
Blogspot . . . it doesn't matter.
Some blogging platforms have Category and Tag functions, some don't.
Google (and the other search engines) only care about relevant content that
people like. Whether that's a small blog post, a category page, an iTunes
podcast. . . it doesn't matter. The rule remains.
The most relevant content wins.
(Now there are advantageous ways to write the code that make Google like
you more, but that's a lesson for another day. See the Mechanics section of BC
Prime for more on that).

What about the SEO hubbub?
The good news is we can use Categories and Tags to create content that your
audiences will like. We can use the function to create an environment that is
SEO great!!
Cats and Tags (Do you mind if I just call them “cats and tags”?) do provide
some efficiency, but if you write crap content . . . that content isn't going to
rank just because you are effectively using cats and tags. You still have to
write good stuff.
They are just a tool. It's how we use them that makes the difference.

Rule #1. If you suck at writing content, this
book won't help you.
Here's an example from a great Rodeo
Clowns website.
Suppose you want to learn about Rodeo
Clown face-paint. The navigation on their
home page has a button for Face-Paint.
(woohoo, that was easy) But clicking that
takes you to a Wordpress “Page” about Face-paint, written last year, and at
the bottom of that page are some related links. That's not bad.
For most sites this would do the trick and the audience would be happy.
But what if the Face-Paint button on the home page went to the Face-Paint
Category Page, instead?
Then that page could contain a list face-paint articles on the site (with
synopsis). And that list would get updated if the owner wrote another article
on face-paint. That means that the page would be dynamic. Dynamic means
there could new stuff the next time a returning visitor arrived.
Who doesn't like new stuff?
And if you are really good, the
Category “description” could
be enabled which means it
would be visible to the reader
at the top of the page. And it
could include a directory to
the more important articles,
social sharing and liking
buttons, images, tables,
graphs, links. . . whatever
you'd want the reader to see at
the top of that page.
In fact, it could be a blog post

that never moves.
Comparison-wise, the Category function would be a better tool than a
Wordpress page because it is dynamically updated with new content, allows
fixed content in the description, has social involvement and quickly gets your
audience to the articles they really want.
That means the Cats and Tags help your efficiency and they give the reader a
better experience!!!!!!!!
And a better experience turns into more page views which means more likes,
tweets, pins and shares!!!!!!!
What makes them even better is if you include a link in each post to the
Category page, that's a lot of incoming links
That's powerful SEO. (Check out the 21 Day SEO Challenge for more on
optimizing the posts themselves plus a whole lot more).

The Ideal Internal Site Structure
Our site structure should look like a pyramid. At the very bottom there should
be lots of long tail keyword posts straggling.
(If you aren't familiar with that, those are the posts that are most focused on
the smallest subject. If you have a site about cars, your navigation may
include things like sedans, sports cars, luxury, convertibles. . . all one word
phrases. Then you might have sections like 1970's sports cars, 1980's sports
cars, exotic sports cars and NASCAR sports cars. . .all a bit more specific. The
long tail posts are the ones farthest from the home page that get really
specific . . . topics like 1975 black Porsche 911.)
Through internal linking those posts should link to important pages, the
category and tag pages they are related to, and to some of the other posts
within that same category “silo” that answer the reader's further questions.
Our internal linking should always take the visitor toward to the information
they need AND the top of the pyramid . . .the domain.

When someone clicks a link to your site on Pinterest, for example, they should
get to the article and be able to reach the Category page housing that article
and other articles that support the one they are on (ie Tags).

So let's talk about the important parts of cats
and tags. Specifically:
• How to use the categories and tags to provide a
great user experience
• How to structure your site for the search engines
• What to do with category descriptions
• How to get rid of the old and put in new without
losing

The Super Powers of Category and Tag Descriptions
One of the great features of Categories and Tags is the description. At the top
of any Category or Tag page you can have fixed, permanent content. And with
html you can create tables, images, table of contents, links to great
articles . . . whatever you want. All at the top of a category page. :)
This means that a category page could have its own navigation at the top. Or a
description of what's to be expected. Whatever you think your readers need.
To create a great Category Description, go to the Category or Tag section of
your site. And click the edit button under the category or tag you want to add
a description to.

That should open up the Category editor where you'll find the place to put a
description. Depending on your theme this could look very different. You may
have many options available to add content. I have no idea which one is going
to populate on your site. The one below is just showing the word
“Description”.

You might have several boxes the size of the Description box above. But we
don't know which one is going to produce the results we need. Themes are
fickle. So for every available open box, type in the name of that box. If it says
“Archived Text”, type “Archived Text”. If it says “Description” type
description in that box. Then press save. Then press view.
We want to go to preview the page now and see what box actually created
content on the site. So when you see “Archived Text” you know exactly which
box on your site produces the Category Description. If you see the words

“Category Description” somewhere on the page you know which box worked.
We can go back to the editor now and delete what we put in the other boxes.
The one that produced live content is all we'll need.
You can see here in this pic from DrLindasBlog.com she has her category
description filled in with helpful links:

If none of them produced content you could see live, then you'll need to get
with your Wordpress Coding person and ask them to enable it. It's a very easy
function to enable. Some themes just have it turned off.
Or if you want to do this yourself, in your Appearance → Editor if you have a
Category.php page, copy and paste this code into that:

<?php global $cat; ?>
<?php echo category_description( $cat ); ?>
If you don't have a category.php page, but you have an index.php page, copy
and add this to that section:
<?php if( is_category() ) : ?>
<?php global $cat; ?>
<?php echo category_description( $cat ); ?>
<?php endif; ?>

How to get rid of the old and put in new without losing
Our #1 goal in reorganizing the internal structure of our site is to make
positive progress. We don't want to lose traffic or money or search engine
placement**.
So here's the rules:
1. We don't want to lose.
2. When we begin we are going to see what's working before we start to fix
what's not. :)
3. We don't start working until we have an idea where we're going.
4. And we're going to be OK with compromises to our plan in the name of
progress.
Are you with me?

What's Working . .
The first rule of what's working is this:
“You can't click what you can't see”
That means we're not making any money if no one is on the page. So we're
going to start by finding the Category and Tag pages that already get traffic.
We need to open Google Analytics. (If you use a different program, then the
buttons will be different but you'll need to grab the same information)

Google Analytics
A book like this is hard to write because Google Analytics changes the way
they name things every week it seems. Right now the section we want to get
to is called Behavior. It's in the left hand sidebar. It might be called something
else later. So whatever it is called, when you click it the drop down includes a
button called Content → All Pages.
We want to go there and then to the section called All Pages.

To start scroll up and change the date range to the last year. We really want a
good amount of time that covers all the seasonal events and holidays.

At the bottom of that display we want to change the number of pages to 500.
If your site gets a lot of traffic, then you might want to scroll down to the
bottom of the list and see how many pageviews that 500 th page got. Ideally the
bottom pages will have only been viewed a few times each . . less than 50 or
so. If your 500th page got a bunch of views, then change the date range to
1000 and try again.

Now what are we looking for? To start we're looking for evidence of how often
our category and tag pages get viewed. If the category/tag page has been
viewed hundreds of times for example then it is likely an income source and a
valuable part of the reader's experience.
We don't want to screw that up. That's a red flag.
But that requires a quick lesson in Wordpress URLs. . . .
CATEGORY and TAG URLs
When you choose a category and/or a tag for your post, Wordpress
automatically. . . without you doing anything. . . creates separate URLs for
those categories and tags. So, if you write a blog post called Leiderhosen
Secrets for your Dressing for Success website, it might have a URL like:

http://dressingforsuccess.com/leiderhosen-secrets
In that same breath, when you publish the post with the category “Business
Leiderhosen” and you tag it “thigh lifter” Wordpress will make sure your post
can be found at the following URLs:

http://dressingforsuccess.com/category/business-leiderhosen
and

http://dressingforsuccess.com/tag/thigh-lifter
along with the main post url

http://dressingforsuccess.com/leiderhosen-secrets
That's 3 different url's to find one post.
I hope this make sense. Because when we know how this works, we can find
the URL's in Google Analytics.

What about Duplicate Content?
Sometimes people ask about duplicate content when it comes to this issue.
And yes, this is the same content on 3 different urls. Google doesn't care

about that. . . sorta. Here's the problem:
Suppose someone finds your article on your home page (ie
http://dressingforsuccess.com) and links to it there. Suppose this goes out in
social media:

and it's a link to the main domain. Well guess what? That means that the
article still has 0 incoming links. Now suppose someone links to the category
page. Someone else links to the tag page. Someone else links to the post
itself.
That's 5 incoming links total, but each url only has one. Because of “duplicate
content' we just diluted the link juice. 5 links coming to one post is much
stronger than 1 each to 5 different links.
This is where the problem comes in. And this is why we suggest using the
“Read More button” on your posts so that no one links to them via the home
page or category page. Because they'd first have to click “read more” and
open the post to read it. Then they could link to that.
No other real way to avoid that problem.

GOING BACK TO ANALYTICS
So with your 500+ top pages on the screen we want to see how often the terms
category and tag show up in the list of URLS. Because the only way they will
show up is if a visitor has actually visited the page.
So now we want to search for the word “category” and write down which
pages show up. That means using the Find function on your computer and
searching for the word “category”. Remember in the example above one of
the url's was

http://dressingforsuccess.com/category/business-leiderhosen

It contains the word “category”. So we want to find every url that contains
that word that has been viewed by a reader. The ones that have actually had
views, write down. This is an important step in making sure we don't lose
traffic.
(Yes, you can export the list to excel and search for the word category there.
For this exercise, I just like to write them down. And I like to write down how
many times the page was viewed. I will tell you though, if you can put them in
Excel the next parts is easier. )
After you've found all the pages that have the word “category” in them, you
want to next find the ones that have the word “tag”. And write those down.
Don't leave analytics until you've found all the Category and Tag pages that
have been viewed.

THE FUTURE PLAN:
OK. We've got that done. The reason we did that first is because I want you to
become familiar with your existing categories and tags before we move on to
the next part.
The next part is the future plan. If you've taken the 21 Day SEO Challenge in
BC Prime then this part is easy because you have the plan. If you haven't done
the 21 Day SEO Challenge, I'd encourage you to do that now. Having a solid
plan and keyword theme map is the correct path to the next stage.

FIGURING OUT THE NEW CATEGORIES
Your Keyword Theme Map has categories across the top, tags under that and
all the keywords under that. This is the framework we want to use the
category and tag structure. (If you haven't made a keyword theme map yet,
you can do so in the 21 Day SEO Challenge).
Keep the dresser drawer example in your mind. All of your clothes are just
that - clothes. In your house they are in the clothes category of your
belongings. But one big pile of clothes is not helpful.
That's why we have dressers. We separate the clothes into the different

drawers. There's a sock drawer, underwear drawer, long-sleeve shirt drawer,
shorts drawer, etc. . . They're still all in the clothes category but we've now
tagged them with drawer names.

So socks is in the category clothes, but we tag them socks.
That's how your website should work. Your navigation bar tells the reader what
to click to find your clothes, and then the tags help the reader find the socks
and underwear.
So on a website that might look like this:
All your posts about makeup might go in your Professional Face Category. But
then we divide those up by tags. So in our Professional Face Category we
might have tags for Eye Makeup, Pasty Foundations, Brothel Cheeks, Lips Like
Sugar etc. . . (ie dressers and drawers)
Hopefully you've gone through the SEO Challenge and you have this plan in
hand.

GOING BACK TO WORDPRESS
Now we get to do some work!
With our keyword theme map in hand you should know all the categories and
tags you need on your site. Some of these might already exist and some we

might need to create. And some we might have something close to the one we
need, but not exactly the same.
Let's cover what we do with those.
Let's start with Categories:
Go to the Categories part of Wordpress and sort by the number of posts in
each category. We want to find the ones that have 0 and we just want to
delete those. Those are categories you created, but never actually used them.
Easy Peasy.

Next. We want to cross reference the list of categories that we have with the
list we made from Analytics. We want to start by getting rid of the categories
that didn't show up in Analytics. But we can't just delete those outright.
There's another step.
When you delete a category that has posts associated with it, Wordpress
automatically recategorizes those posts per the default category settings. Most
of you probably have “uncategorized” as the default. We not only want to
change that but we want to get rid of uncategorized.

So head to Wordpress Settings –> Writing and you'll see the spot where you'll
need to change the default category. And then after changing it you have to
press “Save” and then go back to the Categories.

Let me give you an example
Let's say this future site has a category called Metrosexual Basics.
You look through your existing categories and see you don't have that one, so
you just add it. But you do have old categories for Wearing Ascots, Manicured
Man Hands, and All about the Shoes that you want to get rid. You want all
those posts to show up in the Metrosexual Basics category.
The Category Wearing Ascots shows up in Analytics having 1,083 people visited
that page last year.
So go back to Wordpress and make the default Category Metrosexual Basics
(then make sure to press save).
Go back to the Category section and delete “All about the Shoes” and
“Manicured Man Hands” (they didn't show up in Analytics, so we don't care

about them). Now all the posts in those old categories are instantly
recategorized Metrosexual Basics. WooHoo!
That leaves the category Wearing Ascots. We still want to delete it, but we
want to make sure that we redirect that traffic. It has traffic we don't want to
lose.
So with 1,083 people having visited it, there's a chance someone linked to it
from their site or social media. We don't want to delete it and have the link
become a 404. (And yes, Wordpress is supposed to automatically forward the
category but that doesn't often happen).
So there's two ways to redirect the url's we're deleting that had traffic. The
first way is with the Redirection Plugin. You just plugin the old url
(example http://dressingforsuccess.com/category/wearing-ascots
and you plugin the url it is to be directed to:
http://dressingforsuccess.com/category/metrosexual-basics)
Then you can delete the category Wearing Ascots.
This is the process by which we're going to get rid of categories making sure
the posts get automatically recategorized to the one they need to be in. Any
category that showed up in your analytics list needs to also be redirected.

So go ahead and add all the categories from your Keyword Theme Map. Then
use this process to one-by-one delete the categories you don't want. Make sure
you set the default correctly before you delete.
Once you delete, all those posts get put in the default. You don't want to
delete your “Assault Rifles” category and have them automatically moved to
your “American Girl” category. (That's one weird site).
This is how you would go about combining tag or category “worksheet” but
you see that you also have “worksheets”, make the one you want the default
category and delete the other.

In the end you should end up with all the categories you need, with the posts
in those categories. All the tags you need with the appropriate posts in those
tags.

The Uncategorized Category
The only hanging chad you might need to fix is the Uncategorized Category.
You don't want this for any reason.
If you have a ton, there's no easy way to do this. Using the quick edit feature
you can re-categorize 25 at a time where they need to go. Sometimes for
clients, I'll go into the Uncategorized area and search for the word recipe.
When all those posts pop up, I'll add them to the appropriate recipe category
and will remove Uncategorized. I'll do that first for all the logical things.
Then refresh to see what's left.
I just work through them to move them to the most appropriate category,
tagging what makes sense. Then in the end just deleting the uncategorized
category.
You can't delete it if it is the default category though. You'll have to change
that first.
And in the future, if it doesn't fit a category on your site. . . don't write it.
Use it as a guest post somewhere else.

OTHER CATS AND TAGS RELATED QUESTIONS
Q. Does the act of assigning tags to a post do anything for SEO, if you do not
display tags on your site?
A. Displaying tags on your site can be good with this structure since the tag
will be an important keyword for you. But automatically displaying them
means you don't control that.
What if you want to send people to your ebook? To another post? To the
category page? If you give them too many options, they'll go nowhere.

Q. Should I create categories or tags for my keywords that I've researched
and written posts about? Or maybe use the exact keyword as a tag and use
the most appropriate existing category?
A. I would follow the keyword structure you created in your keyword theme
map.
Q. What if my category has a -2 after it?
A. That means you've already had a category with that name. No going back
really. Just live with it or pick a new name.

So that's the low-down on moving, deleting, changing and adding categories
and tags.
To figure out how to create the category and tag structure to start with, go
through the 21 Day SEO Challenge, grab our Keyword Theme Map ebook or hire
us to do it for you.
Visit us at Blogging Concentrated for more info.

